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A B S T R A C T

This paper enables the rapid creation and modification of freeform surfaces inside an augmented reality environment, and focuses on methods for enabling increased flexibility during exploratory, conceptual industrial product design through three-dimensional (3D) sketch-based user input. Specifically, we address the role of multiple shape representations with varying uncertainty levels during 3D conceptual sketching, along with methods to transform between those representations. The main contributions of this work are: (1) the formulation of virtual shape data in multiple, concurrent representations (points and surfaces), and a regression method to transition fluidly back and forth between these representations during design, (2) methods for deforming and exploring the product shape using these multiple representations, and (3) representations of these forms such that designers can explore conceptual designs without the need for detailed surface operations such as trimming or continuity enforcement. Through incorporating these contributions, we introduce techniques that can be incorporated in future computer-aided conceptual design systems. These contributions are demonstrated for freeform surface design, with examples of computer mouse and car seat exterior surfaces.
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1. Introduction

Current computer-aided design (CAD) tools are well suited for detailed, downstream phases of the design process. However, CAD systems are currently of limited utility in early conceptual design [1,2]. This is due to complexity of their interfaces, which arise from (1) complex mathematical formulations to represent surfaces (NURBS, Bezier patches, etc.), (2) the time and expertise required to create and manipulate such geometries, and (3) the crisp and definite nature of the resulting geometries. Indeed, many studies have shown that overly concrete representations can be harmful to the early design process [3–7]. During conceptualization, the design is still developing and is imprecisely specified [1,8–10]. At this point in the design process, a designer is primarily concerned with the rapid generation and manipulation of ideas, preferring to defer unnecessary commitment and detailed design until later in the design process [11].

Based on these observations, prior research has studied the effects of conventional CAD systems on creativity and problem solving [11,12,4]. Robertson and Radcliffe, in particular, conclude that, while current CAD systems provide a means for enhanced visualization and communication, they also result in (1) circumscribed thinking, where design ideas are primarily dictated by the capabilities of the software, (2) bounded ideation, where the software becomes a suboptimal environment for ideation, and (3) premature fixation, where detailed, crisp models convey an illusion of completeness that discourages designers from exploring alternatives. Future CAD tools need to take such issues into consideration [1,8,9,12].

As one step toward addressing some of these issues, we present a surface design method that uses natural human hand gestures to create and modify surface designs in an augmented reality (AR) environment. Our approach is motivated by the human ability to express ideas through hand gestures when describing shapes to one another. In many cases, humans seem to have little or no difficulty mentally reconstructing the described shapes, even though many of the details may be missing [13]. We believe that taking advantage of this natural way of describing shapes can mitigate some of the existing shortcomings of conventional CAD tools.

1.1. Freeform conceptual design and modification by dual shape representations

Many previous methods for conceptual design, such as sketch-based interfaces [14–17] or virtual reality based wireframe creation methods [18,19], require the designer to first construct all of the surface edges before being able to visualize the resulting surface. This detail-oriented process of edge construction can
impede rapid surface exploration—an aspect of current techniques that future CAD systems may not want not inherit.

In contrast, we present techniques for directly creating and modifying freeform surfaces through three-dimensional (3D) hand gestures, allowing designers to defer decisions such as edge boundary creation, surface trimming, etc. until after they have explored the overall shape. We posit that since people frequently perform similar hand gestures to each other when describing what a shape might look like, this may be an intuitive interaction paradigm for future CAD systems. To demonstrate these techniques, we have deployed them in the AR environment shown in Fig. 1.

Aside from interaction techniques, the choice of geometric representation critically affects the fluidity and interactivity of surface design exploration. On the one hand, allowing designers to represent geometry as a set of 3D point clouds provides them with the maximum flexibility in exploring a wide variety of shapes; they are not constrained by any specific parametric representation [1]. On the other hand, without any kind of underlying surface representation, CAD systems are not able to completely render a surface design for visual inspection—a critical feature if designers wish to visualize their surface design and decide whether or not it needs to be adjusted.

Given that CAD users may have different geometric representations of their surface design during different aspects of their exploration, our approach maintains a dual representation in which 3D points sampled from hand gestures can either be visualized as a point cloud or as a parametric surface. We allow designers to move back and forth between these two representations, affording them both the flexibility and visual feedback needed to iteratively explore the design space.

1.2. Contributions and significance

This work focuses on the following key points in the context of future computer-aided conceptual design tools.

1. Methods of surface creation and modification that utilize hand gestures as input rather than conventional input mechanisms (i.e. mouse and keyboard, or tablet interfaces).
2. Representing the geometry such that designers can explore conceptual designs without the need for detailed surface operations such as trimming or continuity enforcement. While these are important detailed design activities, they should not impede initial concept exploration.
3. The use of multiple shape representations, as well as techniques for moving between these multiple representations.

The first and second goals work toward enhancing the visual representation and interpretation mechanisms that are expected of future CAD tools [12], while moving the designer away from bounded ideation and premature fixation [11]. In the context of shape design, the last goal enables the first two, while maintaining geometric representations that facilitate exploration during the early stages of the design process.

The proposed approach provides virtual design systems with significant advantages over their low-fidelity sketching and clay modeling counterparts. These techniques facilitate iterative exploration and evaluation of low-fidelity conceptual surface designs prior to formal parametric CAD modeling. While an AR system is presented in this work, it should be noted that the primary goal of this paper is to demonstrate the foundations and utility of a new modeling approach, and as such does not include a usability evaluation of the AR system itself. This being said, the usage of an AR system in this work does play a critical role in how users interact with the design. By utilizing 3D optical tracking, our system can use this AR environment to transform user movements and gestures directly into 3D geometric data. This task is currently difficult to accomplish via mouse and keyboard or 2D sketch interfaces, and as such lends itself well to incorporation within an AR environment.

2. Related work

There are a vast number of prior approaches that have furthered the application of AR to computer-aided conceptual design. In order to give a coherent breakdown of this prior work, we organize the related literature around three topics. First, we review literature that has attempted to provide representations with uncertainty and ambiguity. Second, we review various approaches of moving between representations in CAD, and highlight the relevant challenges that remain. Finally, we review AR systems that have implemented techniques for manipulating and interacting with various representations.

2.1. Ambiguous shape representations for CAD

When tackling the problem of describing incomplete or ill-specified geometry, prior work has taken a number of approaches, including (1) applications of fuzzy set theory, (2) particle systems, and (3) probabilistic methods. A similar such delineation is presented in [20].

Starting in the early 1990s, Yamaguchi et al. introduced fuzzy set theory to CAD application through the idea of probabilistic solid modeling [2]. Fuzzy sets remain a popular choice for ambiguous data representation with applications to surface construction [21]. However, as mentioned by Martin in [22], various issues such as visualization, potential for interactivity, and common operations on geometry need to be refined before this approach can be adapted for AR product design systems.

By contrast, particle-based systems model geometries as sets of points, called particles, which can interact with one another. Introduced by Blinn [23] in 1982 for molecular models, particle systems are useful for expressing conceptual geometry as a set of points that can later be used to construct surfaces. More recently, the vague interval discrete modeling (VDIM) approach by Rusák and Horváth [24] serves as an example of using particle systems not just for visualization, but for conceptual design. The advantage of particle-based systems is that they provide a convenient representation for physically based modeling scenarios, which is desirable in virtual product design systems. However, the lone use of particle systems may not be conducive to direct surface creation and manipulation, if they are not integral parts of existing topology. Conversions from standalone particle representations to
surface-based definitions are not straightforward. The point-based representation in our work can be seen as a simplified particle system; however, we utilize a representation conversion scheme that allows our system to overcome the above-mentioned issue and preserve a dual representation structure throughout the entire conceptual design process.

Probabilistic models provide an alternative form, which considers statistical variations around a prescribed shape in order to provide shape ambiguity. An overview of some of these approaches, as well as an implementation for the design of 2D curves, is presented by Lim et al. in [25].

2.2. Representation conversion approaches

Representation conversion, more specifically, conversion from points to a surface, is a common issue found in point to surface reconstruction problems. A seminal work by Hoppe et al. [26] concerned the ability to reconstruct surfaces from unorganized point set data in the form of meshes, range images, and contours. The automobile industry uses surface reconstruction techniques extensively during conceptual design, and mesh growing techniques [27] also provide point to surface conversion.

Bio-modeling applications frequently convert between image representations to contours or surface representations, and bio-modeling has grown into an entire field in and of itself. A representative work whose techniques could be applied to our field is the work by Lelieveldt et al. [28], who use fuzzy sets to fit implicit surfaces for internal organ scans.

While there is a large body of literature dedicated to converting from one representation to another (points to surfaces, images to contours), most of this literature does not attempt to provide any bi-directional correspondence between these representations. For example, a change in a point set would alter the subsequent surface, but a modification to the surface does not uniquely impact the point set. This bi-directional mapping is a key element in using multiple representations during interactive design, and thus is a subsequent focus area in this work.

2.3. Interaction techniques in AR product design systems

Starting around 1991 with 3-Draw [29], there has been great interest in creating virtual or augmented reality product design systems. The number of prior systems is substantial, and Jimeno provides a review paper detailing many of them [30]. For purposes of comparison, we divide related systems by their primary choice of geometric representation: (1) point/stroke based, (2) surface based, and (3) volume based.

Point-based and stroke-based interactive modeling systems were some of the first systems to appear, due to the types of tracking technologies available (i.e. spatial point sampling devices). They remain popular due to user familiarity with pen-based interfaces. Prior approaches have used point representations in virtual tape drawing [31], in haptic feedback devices [32], and for rapid prototyping of concept forms [33]. In this area, the work most similar to ours is the use of 3D strokes and subsequent surface fitting algorithms by researchers at Fraunhofer IGD for automotive design [34,35]. However, purely pen-based interfaces limit creative exploration via physical deformations. In all of these systems the user must provide exact basis curves before surface exploration is possible. Dorman and Rockwood [36] introduce a vertex-based modification scheme which is similar to our point modification method; however, they directly alter mesh representations by pulling or pushing vertices affected by volumes of interest.

In contrast, surface-based creation methods are designed to allow the user to directly specify or modify the surface, without the need for prior strokes or constraints. Prior work has shown the applicability of this representation for sweeping surface patches [19,37], haptic deformation [38], NURBS modeling [39], and ergonomic optimization [40]. Of the surface creation work, the system most similar to ours is “Surface Drawing” by Schkolne et al. [41]. This system allows the user to sweep their hand through the air, creating a surface based on hand curvature. The limitation of surface-based approaches is that expressing large patches requires the user to essentially “paint” the desired region. Our system uses an underlying fitted surface approach to circumvent the need for having to manually specify all visible surface polygons.

Several volume-based approaches have also been explored, primarily with respect to haptic feedback [42,43]. While volume-based systems tend to work well for many engineering applications where the geometry is expressed in geometric primitives, freeform surface design is substantially more complex, and current volume-based AR systems do not account for this complexity.

Together, all of the above work has provided a strong framework for manipulating geometry within their own particular chosen representation. Each representation showcases distinct advantages and limitations over the other. This work differentiates itself by allowing the user to utilize multiple representations, instead of attempting to improve just one. By providing this framework to the community, we hope that the capabilities of the above-mentioned systems can be utilized in complementary ways, provided that an effective representation conversion is achieved.

3. Technical approach

The following sections provide an overview of the problems and the proposed techniques motivated by our contributions presented in the introduction. Section 3.1 discusses the multiple representation concept in detail, providing two specific examples of point-based and surface-based representations. Section 3.2 highlights a specific method for converting back and forth between point-based and surface-based representations, providing the critical bi-directional link between the two. Finally, Section 3.3 describes methods for interacting with these shape representations in meaningful and intuitive ways based on deformation.

3.1. Dual point/surface representation

A key contribution of this work is the usage of multiple shape representations during the interactive design of a product form. This section expands on this idea by providing specific examples of how these representations can be implemented. Specifically, this work implements two representations: a point-based representation and an analytical surface-based representation based on polynomial surfaces.

3.1.1. Point-based representation

Given only the instantaneous location of a user’s hand, the most fundamental representation is that of a single point in 3D space. However, only deciding to capture the point location itself neglects a wealth of other information regarding the user’s intentions. As in 2D sketching, designers tend to lightly define their ideas with faint strokes, before resketching over them in greater pressure and detail. This implies that designers choose to sketch with various degrees of certainty, often reflected in the pressure of the strokes.

To analogically capture this “degree of certainty” property for 3D points, the user uses his or her opposite hand to press on a force-sensitive pad on the back of the glove, which can record up to 1024 different levels of pressure. This creates a stream of single points located at the geometric center of all fingertips whose deposition rate is equal to the frame rate of the system. The pressure readings at the time of deposition define a confidence region around each point. In contrast to the points shown in 2(b), Fig. 2(a)
will consider mostly quadratic surfaces of the form (cubic, quartic, etc.). The examples in the rest of the paper deal with any implicit function, where in a functional or mesh form, the final result of a unbounded surface which the user can then modify. Ultimately, based representation is definite in that it describes a potentially abstract point representation, the surface—or implicit surface using a functional equation. Unlike the 3.1.2. Surface-based representation

In contrast, a surface-based representation defines an explicit or implicit surface using a functional equation. Unlike the abstractness of the point-based representation, the surface-based representation is definite in that it describes a potentially unbounded surface which the user can then modify. Ultimately, whether in a functional or mesh form, the final result of a conceptual design has to eventually become some well-defined representation of the target geometry. In our system, this surface-based representation provides that concreteness.

Although a surface-based representation can be any explicit or implicit function, our system deals with any N-order polynomial surface (cubic, quartic, etc.). The examples in the rest of the paper will consider mostly quadratic surfaces of the form

\[ f(x, y) = a_0 + a_1x + a_2y + a_3xy + a_4x^2 + a_5y^2. \] (2)

This is for simplicity of presentation and because cubic-order or lower polynomial surfaces were of sufficient complexity to capture the design intent of a range of different conceptual product designs presented in this paper. This polynomial surface representation is calculated in a coordinate frame that is local with respect to an individual point cloud, instead of restricting all surfaces to one global coordinate frame. Further details of the construction of these surfaces are given in Section 3.3.3.

3.2. Converting between representations

It is the stark difference between the point-based and surface-based representations which makes their pairing valuable: the abstract point representation permits uncertainty and divergence, whereas a surface representation requires concreteness and convergence. However, in order to take advantage of both representations, we need to be able to easily transform between one representation and the other.

This representation conversion problem is the key challenge that needs to be overcome in order to bridge between design systems using different representations. Depending on the representations, creating this two-way conversion is not necessarily trivial. In the case of point to surface conversion, the tools of statistical regression help alleviate one direction. Through using a weighted least squares (WLS) approach, a given function \( f(x) \) can be found by taking a set of points and finding a set of weighted residuals such that Eq. (3) is minimized. In this case, the weighting function value \( \theta_i \) is given directly by the pressure value of the ith point.

\[
\min \sum_i \theta_i \left| f(x_i) - f_i \right|^2. \] (3)

As an example, in the case of quadratic surfaces, \( x_i \) are Cartesian coordinates \( x_i \) and \( y_i, f_i = z_i, \) and \( f(x_i) \) is expressed in Eq. (2). In this way, our system uses the Cartesian positions of preexisting points and performs a regression on them to determine the unknown coefficients in Eq. (2).

One of the main advantages of using regression to fit the surface representation is that our system can reconstruct parts of a surface that are not explicitly defined by the user. For example, in Fig. 2, portions of the surface that were not drawn explicitly by the user can be reconstructed. This ability to “predict” the surface intention and make it visible to the user is one of the primary advantages over other surface-based systems (Section 2.3) which require the user to manually define all observable portions of a surface.

While converting from points to surfaces is well understood through regression, being able to take a surface and “un-project” points off the surface is not as simple. If the user decides to modify a surface directly, without first modifying the points, then the updated surface will no longer match the points that it was originally fit to. Without any additional information, it is not possible to adjust the original points given only the fitted surface. The obvious solution would be to randomly distribute points above and below the surface according to some error criterion. However, fitting a surface to the new points is not guaranteed to reconstruct the surface exactly, thus breaking the representation correspondence.

To circumvent this issue, we introduce the concept of residual matching, whereby the prior residuals of the original points are used to recreate the residuals on a new surface. While this process is shown graphically for 2D shapes in Fig. 3 to simplify presentation, the technique is easily extended to three dimensions. When an WLS regression is fitted, the residuals of each of the fitted points is calculated and stored. Given a fitted surface, these residuals represent a signed distance from the surface to the original points. There is only one such surface which can uniquely minimize the square of these distances. When the old surface is modified, we can shift the original point positions such that the residuals with respect to the new surface are identical to those of the old surface. What this means is that fitting a new WLS function

\[ f(x, y) = a_0 + a_1x + a_2y + a_3xy + a_4x^2 + a_5y^2. \] (2)

Fig. 2. Both these weighted least squares surfaces are identical. However, the point representation in (a) affords a greater degree of perceptual ambiguity than that in (b).

\[ R(\rho) = L \cdot (1 - \rho), T(r, \rho) = \rho \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{r}{R(\rho)} \right), \] (1)

where \( \rho \) is the recorded pressure, from 0 to 1, \( R(\rho) \) is the resulting point outer radius, and \( L \) is a maximum radius that is chosen based on the desired size scale. In all of the examples presented in the paper, \( L = 0.5 \) inches. The transparency has a linear falloff with respect to the radius \( r \) from \( \rho \) in the center to 0 when \( r = R(\rho) \). In order to speed up rendering, our system discretizes this transparency falloff into five superimposed transparent spheres. This discretization can be seen by looking closely at each point in Fig. 6. This processing results in a continuum from certain points, which are small, well defined, and opaque to uncertain points, which appear larger, fuzzier, and more transparent.

This discontinuity between the point-based and surface-based representations is the key challenge that needs to be overcome in order to bridge between design systems using different representations. Depending on the representations, creating this two-way conversion is not necessarily trivial. In the case of point to surface conversion, the tools of statistical regression help alleviate one direction. Through using a weighted least squares (WLS) approach, a given function \( f(x) \) can be found by taking a set of points and finding a set of weighted residuals such that Eq. (3) is minimized. In this case, the weighting function value \( \theta_i \) is given directly by the pressure value of the ith point.

\[
\min \sum_i \theta_i \left| f(x_i) - f_i \right|^2. \] (3)

As an example, in the case of quadratic surfaces, \( x_i \) are Cartesian coordinates \( x_i \) and \( y_i, f_i = z_i, \) and \( f(x_i) \) is expressed in Eq. (2). In this way, our system uses the Cartesian positions of preexisting points and performs a regression on them to determine the unknown coefficients in Eq. (2).

One of the main advantages of using regression to fit the surface representation is that our system can reconstruct parts of a surface that are not explicitly defined by the user. For example, in Fig. 2, portions of the surface that were not drawn explicitly by the user can be reconstructed. This ability to “predict” the surface intention and make it visible to the user is one of the primary advantages over other surface-based systems (Section 2.3) which require the user to manually define all observable portions of a surface.

While converting from points to surfaces is well understood through regression, being able to take a surface and “un-project” points off the surface is not as simple. If the user decides to modify a surface directly, without first modifying the points, then the updated surface will no longer match the points that it was originally fit to. Without any additional information, it is not possible to adjust the original points given only the fitted surface. The obvious solution would be to randomly distribute points above and below the surface according to some error criterion. However, fitting a surface to the new points is not guaranteed to reconstruct the surface exactly, thus breaking the representation correspondence.

To circumvent this issue, we introduce the concept of residual matching, whereby the prior residuals of the original points are used to recreate the residuals on a new surface. While this process is shown graphically for 2D shapes in Fig. 3 to simplify presentation, the technique is easily extended to three dimensions. When an WLS regression is fitted, the residuals of each of the fitted points is calculated and stored. Given a fitted surface, these residuals represent a signed distance from the surface to the original points. There is only one such surface which can uniquely minimize the square of these distances. When the old surface is modified, we can shift the original point positions such that the residuals with respect to the new surface are identical to those of the old surface. What this means is that fitting a new WLS function
will result in an identical surface to the one that the adjusted points were “residual matched” around.

The residual matching approach allows our system to move fluidly between representations and allows interactive modifications on both representations, while maintaining direct correspondence between the two. An important limitation of this approach is that it requires a surface function that can be uniquely regressed. For deformable mesh surfaces, where there exists no functional form, the link between points and surfaces cannot be solved using this approach. In this regard, we provide a bi-directional link specifically between point-based and surface-based representations and, in the future, new techniques will have to be developed to bridge alternate sets of representations.

The effort required to maintain correspondence between the original point set and the fitted surface has several benefits over common alternatives, such as sampling new points directly from the fitted surface. First, the original point set reflects the initial uncertainty of the designer when creating a surface, and encodes useful information for designers if they ever decide to reevaluate their design choices. If they do not like the initial surface fit, they can return to their original point set to see how their original ideas deviated from the surface fitted by the regression. If we had simply sampled new points directly from the fitted surface, then we would be implicitly deciding on behalf of the designer that the uncertainty expressed in the original point set is unimportant. Second, in some of the techniques described in the next section, the user has the ability to modify the point representation, through various “pushing” or “pulling” gestures. If a new point set sampled from the surface were used in place of the original point set, the number and density of the points would always change, and the behavior of point modifications would be inconsistent and hard to control. By providing the correspondence with the original point set, we are always allowing the designer to directly modify his/her own input.

3.3. Interaction techniques

Once a set of multiple representations has been defined, the designer now requires adequate tools to manipulate and move between those representations. This section presents an overview of the AR system we use to demonstrate our techniques, then reviews the operations responsible for creating and modifying both point-based and surface-based shape representations. In addition, this section overviews interface techniques for trimming the resultant surfaces.

3.3.1. AR system overview

When designing a virtual reality system, the choice of both input and output devices is important in determining the end-user functionality. This choice is non-trivial and there are several options, such as haptic devices and magnetically tracked pens, which all provide unique advantages for use in a product design system [44]. While it is not the focus of this paper, this section reviews some of the technology required to create the AR environment used in our system. In the case of a device for 3D sketching and surfacing, the following attributes were the primary design factors.

- It should have a natural, intuitive, hand-based interface for modeling/gesturing.
- There should be the provision of a range of input values in order to capture the flexibility of sketching (i.e., pen pressure).
- It should have the ability to operate at multiple size-scales, depending on the product being designed.
- It should preferentially have low cost, with the potential for multi-user interaction.

To provide this functionality, we used an optical tracking system to track a custom-made data input glove. The optical tracking system requires only consumer-grade webcams (Logitech 9000 Pros) to operate, and is based on OpenCV [45]. The glove, as shown in Fig. 4, has colored fingertips that can be optically tracked. In addition, it contains a pressure-sensitive resistor, a set of contact pads to detect hand gestures, and a small potentiometer for additional analog input.

In order to display the augmented world to the user, our system uses a head-mounted display (eMagin Z800 3DVisor) with a monocular camera to provide augmented reality via video overlay. To perform head-tracking, we utilize the ARToolKitPlus tracking library [46]. Our system is able to achieve interactive rates (30 frames per second during normal operation) on modern computing hardware (Intel Core i7 2.93 GHz Desktop, 4.00 GB RAM, 1 GB NVIDIA GeForce GTS240 GPU). Optical occlusion can be mitigated using additional cameras.

Before describing the interaction techniques, it is first useful to understand the scope of different gestures or events which can trigger certain actions. Due to the contact pads in the glove, and the fact that each finger can be sensed independently, there are essentially four main gestures that are used by the system. Each is shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d). The “open” gesture (a) is used for point creation, the “closed” gesture (b) is used for point modification, the
“pointing” gesture (c) is used for surface profile modification and trimming, and placing the hand on the table (d) activates a series of gesture commands for mode switching or surface rendering adjustments.

3.3.2. Point creation and modification

In order to create points, users can leave their hand in an open position and pass their hand through space, as if lightly gesturing the surface intention in the air. As users press on the glove’s force sensor, it creates a point along the path of their hand whose size and transparency are proportional to the applied pressure. During point addition, the user has the option of also defining a symmetry plane and creating two sets of points that are symmetric about an arbitrary geometric plane. At this point, users can create additional points, or choose to deform the points already created.

Our point modification scheme is based on moving individual points in 3D space using the position and orientation of the user’s hand. By “pushing” individual sets of points, the user is able to manipulate their positions. However, only treating point movements individually can be time consuming and can create discontinuities in the surface. To combat this, we allow the user to propagate a portion of the movements to points other than those that are physically contacted. In this way, the point cloud resembles more an interconnected set of particles than a set of individual points.

If users choose to deform the preexisting points, they simply close their hand (Fig. 5(b)) and a circular modification disk is created. The disk’s center and radius are determined by the centroid of all the visible fingers, and the amount of pressure applied to the force sensor, respectively. To calculate the normal of the disk, vectors are created from the centroid to each of the fingers. The pairwise cross-products of these vectors are then averaged in order to find a representative normal that is roughly perpendicular to the palm. An example of this modification disk is shown in Fig. 6(b).

As this modification disk collides with points, the affected points are pushed in the normal direction of the plane. The disk is designed to only push the points. Hence, pulling would be achieved buy pushing the points from the opposite side. Depending on the motion of the modification disk, each affected point attains a unique displacement vector, \( v_i \), that is parallel to the disk normal. If each point were independent, then only those points contacted by the plane would be moved. However, in order to provide a more meaningful deformation, these displacements are propagated to other nearby points in the field. For each contacted point \( i \), a pairwise distance, \( d_{ij} \), is calculated between itself and each non-contacted point \( j \) (Fig. 6(a)). The largest of these calculated pairwise distances is \( d_{\text{max}} \). In order to control the extent to which these points deform other points, the user adjusts a potentiometer on the glove to a fraction between 0 and 1. Any point whose pairwise distance is less than this fraction times \( d_{\text{max}} \) lies within what we call the “propagation range” (\( d_{\text{range}} \) in Fig. 6(a)). For each point within the propagation range, its pairwise distance is then normalized with the propagation range (\( d_i/d_{\text{range}} \)). This normalized pairwise distance is then converted into an influence coefficient, \( \eta_{ij} \), by using a falloff profile:

\[
\eta(x) = \left( \frac{\exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{\sigma^2} \right) - \beta}{1 - \beta} \right) \eta_{ij} v_i,
\]

where \( \beta = \exp(-1/\sigma^2) \) and \( x = d_i/d_{\text{range}} \). Here, the parameter \( \sigma \) is empirically determined to be \( 1/\sqrt{2} \). For each point in the propagation range, the total displacement vector is then calculated as

\[
v_{ij},\text{total} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \eta_{ij} v_i,
\]

where the \( j \)th point is under the influence of \( m \) points. An example case is shown in Fig. 6, where the point at the top right is modified, and the modification propagates to other points.

By changing the extent to which individual points can affect one another, it is possible to make each point move and act independently or to make the entire point set respond together. Note that users can adjust the extent of the propagation range using the potentiometer attached to the glove, thus allowing them to control the stiffness of the deformation as desired. The idea of using deformation to propagate changes to nearby points has been explored before, including those based on spring–mass systems [47], point sets [36], and NURBS formulations [39]. Our method is similar in spirit to the point set deformation methods as no implicit topological connectivity is assumed. We have found our proposed method to be simple to implement yet to work suitably well, while recognizing that other approaches could be similarly adopted.

3.3.3. Surface creation and modification

Once the points have been created and modified, if desired, it is possible to construct a surface through the WLS approach defined in Section 3.2. For this, we first establish a local coordinate frame for the point set using principal component analysis (PCA). Here, the independent variables in the polynomial regression (\( x \) and \( y \) in Eq. (2)) are aligned in the directions of maximum variance of the point cloud. The residuals within the WLS regression are calculated as the perpendicular distances to the base plane. This PCA base-plane recalculation is done whenever a user chooses to fit a new surface to the point set; unless the user chooses to refit the plane, any additional points are measured with respect to the original base plane. It should be noted that we are aiming to interpret point sets as open, 2-manifold surfaces of genus 0.

Once the surface has been created, the user also has the option of modifying the surface directly using profile modifications. The user can correct certain profiles in the surface by sketching a stroke representing the modification. This is done by making the
“pointing” gesture, and applying pressure to the force sensor. Once a freeform 3D curve has been created, it is smoothed using a Savitzky–Golay filter [48] and evenly resampled. Now the challenge becomes how to modify a surface given an arbitrary curve in 3D space. Since the single sketched curve is not necessarily quadratic, the surface cannot be interpolated directly from the curve using standard techniques.

In order to update the surface in a meaningful way, given a profile modification curve, we again take advantage of the dual representation. The surface is temporarily reverted back into the point representation (as described in Section 3.2), and the new points from the modification curve are added as temporary points such that they will affect the WLS regression. By treating a curve as a set of points, the user is not limited to single-stroke curve modifications or region of interest definitions as seen in prior sketch-based modification techniques [49,50]. The user can freely define multiple, oversketched curves, and our approach can process all of them simultaneously. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 7(c)–(d).

However, before any modification curve can be incorporated into the point set for regression, two non-trivial attributes must be determined: (1) how many of the points along a new curve should be used in the regression, and (2) what pressures should these points be assigned. Both of these parameters will affect how much of an effect a modification curve will have on the regression, and thus they need to be chosen carefully.

In order to adaptively decide on how finely the modification curve should be resampled, we use the current size of the point cloud as a guide. If the point cloud is only 10 points in size, then incorporating a curve with 1000 resampled points would drown out any contributions from the original point set. To mitigate this problem, we resample the curve such that the number of new curve points is equal to the size of the original point set. The justification for this is that, if the curve did not grow at a rate proportional to the point set, then the effect of a modification curve would eventually become negligible compared to the point set. These points are only temporarily included for the purpose of the modification, and are deleted once the modification is complete.

Even if the number of points on the modification curve is chosen appropriately, the choice of the artificially assigned pressures can have a large impact on how the surface is modified. The higher the assigned pressure, the closer the surface will match the modification curve. For this purpose, we assign the modification curve with the maximum possible pressure capable of being measured by the force sensor ($\rho = 1$). This choice gives the modification curve a large degree of influence over the surface modification, while still keeping its influence within the range of user-specified pressures.

Once these new temporary points are factored in, a new WLS regression surface is fit and the original points are updated using our residual matching approach. However, what if the user wants to include some of the modification curve points in the point set? To do this, the points must be included in the point set such that they will affect the WLS regression. The challenge now becomes how to correctly factor in the new curve into the point set such that the surface/point correspondence is maintained. If the curve points were simply added “as is”, then not only would we be doubling the size of the point set, but we would also be introducing points with above average pressure values. Moreover, since the new points were not part of the original regression, we cannot “residual match” them in a way that preserves the surface correspondence.

In order to incorporate new curve points while maintaining surface/point correspondence, we take advantage of the fact that any points that lie exactly on the fitted surface will have no contribution to the final WLS residual. If the fitted surface already represents the function which minimizes the overall residuals,
then placing new points directly on that surface will maintain that minimum. As a result, by projecting the original curve points onto the surface, we can freely add additional points while still maintaining the surface to point correspondence. To prevent doubling the size of the point set, we resample the curve such that the new curve only contributes 10% of the original point set size. For example, given a point set size of 100, a new profile modification would contribute 10 points, increasing the total size to 110 points. To resolve the problem of introducing a large number of high-pressure points, we instead assign the new points a pressure that is equal to the average pressure in the original point set. This combination of point size and pressure was found empirically to be sufficient at capturing the users’ intentions, while still allowing drastic changes in the surface, if desired.

An example of a surface modification is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a)–(b), a modification curve is used to adjust the surface and preexisting points, resulting in those seen in (c) and (d). The residuals between the points and the underlying surface remain the same. This demonstrates how a set of multiple curves can adjust different parts of the surface. A user can also manually partition a stroke and use the same procedure to update multiple surfaces simultaneously.

### 3.3.4. Surface trimming and rendering

The last critical interaction step is how surfaces are trimmed and subsequently rendered. A central problem with the use of functional surfaces is that the surface is not naturally bounded/trimmed. A strict functional surface representation does not implicitly define the bounds of the surface, and thus presents a challenge when displaying it to the user. Using a predefined boundary would solve this problem; however, it would severely limit users’ abilities to define their own desired shapes. Ultimately the key challenge is to provide a way to specify the desired bounds of the surface in a way that is fast and easy, as well as high-fidelity enough for the user’s needs.

To balance these needs, we provide two techniques: (1) define surface boundaries by the bounding box of the point representation and use a modifiable superellipse formulation to let the user adjust the shape, and (2) let the user sketch a boundary curve in 3D space and use its projection on the surface to define the boundary. The first method is fast and intuitive to use for quick surface mockups, while the second one affords the user more detailed control over the surface bounds when needed. In our case the surface is rendered as a set of blended polygons in OpenGL, and as such when we refer to points on the surface we are referring to points that comprise the polygonal surface mesh.

**Superellipse-based visualization.** Our first approach to solving the visualization problem is to compute an optimally oriented bounding box using the point representation projected onto the on the PCA base plane, and then allow a user to render a superellipse within that bounding box. This process is shown graphically in Fig. 8. First, PCA is performed on the point representation of the surface to define a local 3D plane whose $x'$ and $y'$ are aligned with the two largest principal components. All points are then projected onto this 2D plane. The bounding box of all points is computed within in local coordinate system. From here, a superellipse is rendered, according to the following equation:

$$f(x', y') = \left(\frac{\left| x'r_x \right|^n + \left| y'r_y \right|^n}{r} \right) \leq 1,$$

(6)

where $f(x', y') = 1$ contains some points which lie at the extent of the bounding box. By allowing the designer to change $n$ from $0 \rightarrow \infty$, the shape can change on a continuum from a square to an ellipse to a star shape. In order to give a less distinct end to the surface, the surface transparency $T(x', y')$ is set such that

$$T(x', y') = \exp \left( -\frac{-f(x', y')^6}{10} \right),$$

(7)

and is truncated between 0 and 1. This creates a smooth but quick transition from the opaque region to the transparent region. A comparison between this transparent falloff and no transparent falloff can be seen in Fig. 9.

**Boundary curve trimming.** Design situations may arise where the shapes created by the superellipse method will not be sufficient for the needs of the user, such as when the user wants to visualize parts of the surface outside the point bounding box. In these cases, we provide a way to sketch an arbitrary boundary curve to define the extent of the surface. To do this, the user simply draws an approximately closed curve in 3D space using the “pointing” gesture (Fig. 5(c)). However, standard trimming methods, such as
Fig. 9. Comparison of an identical surface rendered with (a) no transparency, and (b) transparency falloff (Eq. (7)). The underlying OpenGL quadrilateral mesh is overlaid only for presentation purposes.

Fig. 10. An original surface (a) can be trimmed with a freeform boundary curve such that the transparency falloff lies along that boundary (b). The underlying surface mesh is overlaid purely for presentation purposes.

user-perspective ray-casting approaches or nearest-distance-to-surface mappings, produce results that are either jagged or not well aligned with what the user had anticipated.

To resolve this issue, the boundary curve is projected onto a PCA plane fitted to the point representation, as described earlier. Once all points are projected in two dimensions, each point on the surface mesh is assigned a transparency value based on its distance to the closed projected boundary curve. This distance is calculated as the Euclidean distance from the point on the surface to the closest sampled point on the boundary curve. Then a point-in-polygon ray-casting algorithm is used to calculate whether a point is inside or outside the bounding polygon, and points outside receive a negative distance. The transparency for each point is then calculated using a logistic function:

\[ T_i = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-10 \frac{d}{d_{\text{max}}}}} \]  

where \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum observed point distance. This produces a nicely blended surface boundary along an arbitrary path. In this manner, surface trimming is performed without the need to actually modify the mesh structure, and with results that more robustly mirror the user’s expectations. An example of the resulting trimmed surface is shown in Fig. 10.

4. Results

In order to demonstrate the methods presented in this paper, we have applied them to several design tasks. Fig. 11 shows a set of three surfaces representing a scene from the exterior conceptual design process of a mouse. Fig. 11(a) shows the trimmed surfaces, whereas (b) illustrates the underlying point representation. Fig. 11(c) displays a mesh representation derived from the surface sets created in (a). This demonstrates that the surface can be analytically extended across larger parts of the domain. At any stage of the conceptual design exploration, the user is able to export these “infinite” surfaces and perform more detailed operations on them via third-party integrated CAD software. We illustrate this functionality in some of the examples presented in this section in order to demonstrate how our methods fit into a larger design process.

Fig. 12 presents the view of the user through the Head-mounted display (HMD) during modeling operations of parts of a car chassis. Here, the effect of our surface fitting approach is shown in one of the exterior side surfaces.

In order to demonstrate the design implications of multiple shape representations, Fig. 13 shows an example progression of the user while designing a car seat. Fig. 13(a) shows the initial underlying geometry, in this case the internal structure of a car seat and the three user-created primary surfaces. The user designed these surfaces sequentially by adding points and fitting a quadratic WLS surface. Using the surface representation, the user then sketches a single modification stroke and adjusts the three surfaces simultaneously to increase the curvature (c). Note that these surfaces are symmetric. The user then decides to bound these surfaces with additional side features. These surfaces are also created utilizing symmetry to result in identical surfaces at both sides of the car seat (d). The user then decides to add additional curvature to these side rests. To do this, the user switches back to the point representation and applies point modification to the model (e) to better define the desired curvature. This results in a difference in curvature in the side rests between (d) and (e).

Finally, the user creates the top and bottom bounding surfaces (d–e) and finalizes the design (f) through additional surface modification and point modification. Both the point representation and the untrimmed, analytical surfaces remain intact throughout all operations. Note that the underlying mesh structure (g) for each of the designed surfaces can be extended beyond those areas strictly sketched by the user. These surfaces can then be exported to third-party CAD software for further refinement and trimming operations (h), which are beyond the scope of the current work.

To further exemplify the capabilities enabled by our techniques, part of an external mouse design conceptual exploration process...
Fig. 12. An example of a car surface being designed. (a) shows the point cloud laid down by the user, and (b) and (c) show the resulting surface.

Fig. 13. An example of a user progression through multiple surface representations. Starting by creating three surfaces (a), the user progresses to the final design (f–g–h) through a series of operations that utilize both the point and surface representations. (a) demonstrates the initial point sets created by the user and the resulting quadratic WLS fitted surfaces, all of which utilize symmetry. In (b), the user sketches a single 3D stroke and this stroke is used to update the surfaces simultaneously (c). In (d), the user adds new points and creates additional symmetric surface sets, and then, going back to the point representation, the user modifies the surfaces further by adding points (e). (f) and (g) show the final surfaces designed and the underlying mesh structure (which can be infinitely extended), respectively. (h) is the result after the surfaces are trimmed via integrated commercial CAD software.

Fig. 14. The user first modifies the primary surface to further increase the curvature, and then applies symmetry to the left side feature surface (j–k). Another design evaluated by the user is shown in Fig. 14 (m–n), where the user decides to apply symmetry to the right side feature, discarding the original left side one, and notably decreasing the curvature of the primary surface.

5. Discussion

On the use of multiple shape representations and moving between them, and the utility of visualizing “uncertainty”. Our system presents the use of both point-based and surface-based representations for the purpose of exploring conceptual designs without the need for detailed surface operations such as trimming or continuity enforcement in early design stages. The modeling process under a point representation is noticeably different than under a surface representation. Point-based modeling, given the transparent and variable nature of the rendering technique, is initially used to rapidly express the overall form of the surface and then later used to allow the designer to explore alternative design ideas. By
Fig. 14. An example of conceptual design exploration. Starting from the underlying geometry (a), the user creates a symmetric primary surface and modifies it with a single 3D stroke using our profile modification scheme. The user then adds three secondary surfaces that constitute the secondary features of the mouse (c). Going back to the point representation, the user adds points to modify the primary surface (d). Utilizing several steps of point addition and modification, the user shapes secondary features (e). At this step, the user adds additional detail surfaces (f). These are created utilizing symmetry well above the design object, then placed correctly through translation (g). The final design (g) and the underlying infinite surface representations (h) are then trimmed via integrated commercial CAD software (i). Note that, after step (e), the user explores the design space by modifying the primary surface through point modification. Two different exploration paths are shown in steps (j–k) and steps (m–n), respectively. This demonstrates how this system can be used for storing and exploring different design alternatives.

This paper proposes a technique based on WLS regression in order to provide a bi-directional correspondence between point-based and surface-based representations. The choice of the two representations, points and analytical surfaces, is guided by two observations. (1) Points are a powerful yet flexible data structure whose modification techniques can become sophisticated if needed, and (2) the final surfaces in product designs are typically parametric surfaces which are a subset of the analytical surfaces upon which our approach is based. This paper focuses on the new tools and techniques required to support multiple representations, rather than an in-depth comparison of all possible alternative representations. As such, mesh-based deformation techniques were not explored by our system. The solution of the weighted least squares regression approach requires the solution of a set of $N$ linear equations ($N = \#$ of coefficients in Eq. (2)). This results in the decomposition of an $N$ by $N$ matrix, which becomes more computationally expensive as the order of the polynomial equation gets higher. For consumer product design applications, where the surfaces tend to be cubic or less, this regression can be done at interactive rates, even with large point clouds. In the examples shown in this paper, the surface fitting took no longer than a few seconds on modern computing hardware.

**Contrast**, the surface representation allows the designer to get concrete feedback and visualization of the current design, and to perform more detailed surface adjustments.
this level of complexity, opting instead for a faster, geometry-based method. This trade-off was found to be acceptable for adjusting the general shape of the point cloud, given the preexisting uncertainty of the points. If this deformation technique were used on a more concrete, deformable mesh representation, it may need to be revisited or enhanced.

Profile modification allows the user to adjust the current surface to a given 3D stroke using regression. Since this approach uses only resampled stroke points, it is inherently invariant to stroke direction and order. This means that the same approach can handle oversketching or even sketching separate parts of a surface. While the implementation of the technique appears similar to that of regular surface fitting, it has a few additional limitations that arise. First, since each surface is based on residuals calculated specifically with respect to its own local PCA plane, residual matching requires that the normal of the plane remain constant. The implication of this is that users cannot attempt to drastically alter the general orientation of the surface using a single stroke, as this will lead to an unexpected fit. This is not typically an issue, as surface modifications using this method are used mostly for minor surface adjustments whose overall PCA directions remain similar. We also have a multiple surface profile modification scheme, demonstrated in Fig. 13 (b)–(c), which enables users to modify multiple surfaces with a single 3D modifier stroke. We achieve this by allowing the user to partition a single stroke and then employ our standard profile modification method on each of the surfaces.

On representing various geometric entities for aiding conceptual design, it was also postulated that the inclusion of a “fuzzier” representation would help designers visualize the uncertainty related to the conceptual design. While the rendering of the points using a variable transparency provided this “fuzzier” appearance, it is not the only method for displaying such variability. Other potential methods of visualization include adding small points in different densities and patterns or potentially using vertices in surface meshes as points. While we explored these methods, the visualization approach shown in Fig. 2 demonstrates some of the advantages that this choice of rendering has over more concrete mesh representations. In addition, the surface boundaries are rendered with transparency such that their extent also maintains some incompleteness.

Surface trimming is provided as a means to control how much of the surface is displayed to the user. Our boundary trimming is accomplished by the following two methods: a superellipse-defined zone using the bounding box of the point set, and a closed-loop 3D curve projected onto the surface domain. Our first approach, using a superellipse to define the boundary, cannot provide the same level of detail as the freeform curve approach. However, it often suffices as a quick method of defining the surface boundary due to the following reasons: (1) the extent of the point bounding box is a good indicator as to the extent of the desired surface, and (2) the shapes afforded by the superellipse (square, ellipse, etc.) are often good approximations of the user’s final intended shape. This automatic surface definition is valuable in early conceptual design, where users do not want to spend much of their time accurately defining the surface boundaries.

6. Summary

This paper presents an AR product design system that utilizes multiple shape representations for the construction of freeform surfaces. The primary contributions of the work are (1) the formulation of virtual shape data in multiple, simultaneous representations (points and surfaces), and a regression based method to transition fluidly between these representations during design, (2) intuitive methods for deforming and exploring product shape using these multiple representations, and (3) representing these forms such that designers can explore conceptual designs without the need for detailed surface operations such as trimming or continuity enforcement. The shape representations explored by this work are 3D point sets and analytical surfaces. By maintaining a correspondence between point-based and surface-based representations, we demonstrate how multiple representations can provide additional modeling capabilities beyond the sum of their parts.

The computational system uses a glove-based interface and a head-mounted display to create an immersive styling environment for the user. Within this environment, the user can interactively create and modify point sets and surfaces. User-controlled pressure values are used to render the point set representation with different degrees of perceptual ambiguity. Analytical surfaces are then fit to point sets using WLS regression. An approach called residual matching is introduced as a means of maintaining correspondence between point sets and analytical surfaces during deformations.

In order to modify point-based and surface-based representations, a set of techniques is presented: (1) point deformation by point movement propagation, (2) surface modification through sketched profiles, (3) switching between representations using a passive-haptics gesture system, and (4) surface trimming using a boundary-controlled transparency function. The methods are presented and discussed in the context of freeform surface design, with examples of a computer mouse external enclosure and the design of a car seat.

By combining the use of point set and surface-based shape representations, our system allows prior interactive modeling techniques to be combined and reused in novel ways. It allows designers to utilize these techniques in ways that they are most comfortable with, instead of requiring adherence to a single set of representations. While this work provides only a small set of such modeling operations, the multiple representation framework we provide is broad enough to encompass a variety of new or existing techniques. By providing this perspective, we hope that future generations of computer–aided conceptual design technologies can promote design creation and exploration in ways not previously possible with single shape representations.
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